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- Nokia X20 will be a part of Android 12 developer preview programme | Nokiamob

- Oppo has an Android 12 beta ready for the Find X3 Pro already - GSMArena.com news

- Android 12 Beta 1 has a sparkly new ripple animation for taps

- App hibernation in Android 12 frees up space from unused apps

- Android 12: How to download Google's new beta phone OS, who can use it now - CNET

- Android 12 beta has a game mode tucked away - Android Authority

- The Android 12 beta causes some OnePlus 9 and 9 Pro phones to bootloop (there is a fix) - GSMArena.com news
After 13 years, Android is finally becoming "super smooth" thanks to... Android 12 - PhoneArena

Android 12 Beta 1: 'Alarm' is now a tile in Quick Settings - 9to5Google

Android 12 Announcement Has Been Overtaken By Dragon Ball Fans

Titan Pocket, the smallest QWERTY Android 11 smartphone, is now up for crowdfunding

Panasonic Toughbook S1 Rugged Android Tablet With Snapdragon 660 SoC, IP67 Rating Launched | Technology News

Google makes it incredibly easy to change your compromised passwords (on Android) - PhoneArena

Google adds foldable-focused Android developer updates ? TechCrunch

Material You is a colorful, personalized redesign for Android and more | Engadget

Lofelt's framework that brings better haptics to Android is available for OEMs - The Verge

Advertisers flee to Android as majority of iOS users opt out of ad tracking | AppleInsider

Unlock Android's secret powers by learning how to use this hidden settings menu | Popular Science

Android can finally tap to pay for BART, Caltrain, Muni, and other SF Bay Area transit - The Verge
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